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Abstract:  

As the experiance of colonialism became a global , the Post Colonial literatuter gained 

immense popularity. Post Colonial- Third world literature is now regarded as equal terms 

with any other literal works.What does the term post colonial denotes? And what all are 

the features that make one work post colonial? While analysing all such matters we can 

understand the works of khaled Hosseini represents such a category and he explores an 

intimate look at Afghanisthan and the difficulties of life there. Here the article titled , 

Colonial Invasion and Inner Conflicts of Afghanisthan Portrayed in Khaled Hosseini’s  

novels The Kite Runner and  A Thousand Splendid Suns  attempts to investigate the 

treatment of history , especially that of inner conflicts and invasions of colonial powers 

which made the land, the land of unending terror.  

As the experience of colonialism became a global, the postcolonial literature gained 

immense popularity. It is very evident from the works and their readability of Indian authors like 

Salman Rushdie and Arundhathi Roy that these days this type literature is a booming genre. Post 

colonial- third world literature is now regarded on equal terms with colonial literature. The term 

post colonial got prominence by the appearance in 1989 of The Empire writes Back; Theory and 

Practise in Post colonial Literature by Bill Asheroft, Hareth Griffiths and Hellen Tiffin. 

But there seems great uncertainty on what the term denotes. By definition it is a period of 

time after colonialism and which is typically characterised by opposition to the colonial powers. 

However some critics have argued that any literature that expresses the opposition to 

colonialism, even if it is produced during a  colonial period may be defined a post colonial, 
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primarily due to its oppositional nature or in a sense the term ‘post colonial’ literature would 

seem to label literature written by people living in certain formerly colonised by other nation. 

This is undoubtedly what the term originally meant. 

The list of formal colonies of European power is long. They are divided into settlers like 

Australia and Canada and non-settler like India, Jamaica, Nigeria etc. Countries like Zimbabwe, 

South Africa and Afghanisthanetc which were partially settled by colonial population complicate 

even this simple division between settler and non-settler. 

  Postcolonial theory deals with the reading and writing literature written in previously or 

currently coloured countries, a literature written in colonizing countries which deals with 

colonisation or colonized people. The post colonial theory is built in large part around the 

concept of others. Post colonial theory claims that the major theme of literature from post 

colonial countries can be taken as resistance as subversion or opposition to the former coloniser. 

It further assumes that the writer, who writes back to the centre are representing the people of 

their society authentically. The making of an image of the native land and the native idiom are 

the two characteristics which are common to all post colonial writers. Cultural alienation, 

nationalism, making of mimic men etc lights the mind of authors. In both the novels                            

The Kite Runner and Thousand Splendid Suns echoes all these characteristics and elements. Both 

the works are set in Afghanisthan , the land which was marked by the colonial invasion for long 

years . 

Afghanisthan is a mountainous central Asian country lying encompassing Iran, Pakisthan, 

China, Turkemenistan  and many other powerful countries. Majority people belong to sunni 

Muslims and a minor share being to Shia Muslims. Afghan is known as a nation for the first time 

the period between 1747 and 1772 when Ahammed Shah Duraini was in power and there after 

Dost Mohammed Khan became the Emir of Afghanisthan. In order to spurn the threat from Sikhs 

he was forced to contact Lord Auckalnd, the governor of British India which made a grip for 

British  to reveal their interest in afghan. They demanded to cut off whole contacts with Russians 

and Iranians and to surrender their claim on Peshawar as remuneration but were rejected and the 
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history witnessed the sparking off the first Anglo-Afghan war from 1838-1842 in order to 

reinstate Shuja, the ousted king. 

In 1878 Russia sent an uninvited diplomatic mission to Kabul and taking it as a motive 

the British attacked Afganisthan and they occupied most of the land. Slowly Tehei culture and 

civilisation started affecting the life of the inhabitants. The land also confronts the invasion of 

Soviet on December 24, 1979. 

The following decade was that of the guerrilla attacks of Mujahiddin groups towards the 

soviet- sponsored communist government. Soviet army withdraws from Afghan in 1989 and in 

1991 Mujahiddin alliance captured Kabul.  The rebel government banned the sale of alcohol and 

came down heavily on women’s freedom.  The alliance didn’t last because of the disparity 

among different races in it. The war started by Pashtun Islamic terrorists with Pakisthan aid in 

1994 made Taliban the rulers of Afghanand in 1996 and they extended their power to the north 

regions in 1998. In September 1996 they imposed Sharia law in Kabul. Girls schools were 

closed, women were banned from working and were forced to stay at home, television sports etc. 

were outlawed. 

On October 7, 2001 the United states supported by NATO countries including the United 

Kingdom and Australia began their invasion under Operation Enduring Freedom. It was 

launched to capture Osama bin Laden who was accused of September 11, 2001 attack. The war 

and domination of different powers threatens the land with death and violence and Karzai 

Government was forced to watch the nation’s plight helplessly and the era of neo colonialism 

embarked Afghanisthan which carries still. 

The Kite Runner and  A Thousand splendid suns – novels  by Khaled Hosseini are set in 

the land of unending terror and of inner conflicts – Afghanisthan, which we have already seen as 

of colony for different powers. The author who was born on March 4, 1956 is an Afghan born 

American novelist and physician. He is a citizen of the United States of America where he has 

lived since he was fifteen years old. In 1976 when he was 11 years old his father obtained job in 

Paris, France and moved there. They were unable to return to Afghanisthan because of the Saur 
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Revolution which the PDPA communist party seized power through a bloody coup in April 

1978. 

His debut novel The Kite Runner published in 2003 was an international best seller. It 

received the affection of renowned writers and media – The Daily Telegraph reports,                           

“a devastating, masterful and painfully honest story”.  It is a story of a young Sunni Muslim boy 

who struggles to sustain a relation with his father. Amir opens the novel in present day United 

States (2001) with a vague reference to one of the traumatic childhood events to he had met with 

at 1975 when he was twelve year old. He attends a call from Rahim Khan and hears “There is a 

way to be good again”, this reference stimulates some sort of anxiety in reader about the incident 

which made him to the present man. The story flashes back to Amir’s childhood in 

Afghanisthan. 

Looking back to past is often a recurring motif entangled with the events of history. 

That’s because, for Amir the past is not over. Each and everything is in him and he believed 

those events made him so. Through his feelings of tremendous guilt on those events, in fact 

informs the entire narrative. 

Hosseini introduces Amir as a sensitive bookish, sometimes selfish and a little 

mischievous.  He always tried to place Baba whom he views as role model who can never live up 

to. Yet he comes to understand that Baba doesn’t love him as much because he is not like Baba. 

Baba is a hardworking and very much independent thinker and he believes “there is only one sin, 

only one. And that is theft, every other sin is a variation of theft”. Ali and Hassan are other 

members of their home and they belong to Hazaras, the racial minorities. 

By portraying all these major characters,  the author made a warm description about the 

life of people in Afghanisthan.  While describing Baba and Amir on one side and Ali and Hassan 

on other, he laid out all the division especially economic, ethnic and religious on the country 

during late 1970s. For instance Baba and Amir spent their life in a mansion where as Ali and 

Hassan in hut. And also Ali and Hassan represent Hazara minority different from that of 

Pashtuns.  
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In chapter four of the novel, the narrator talks about how prevalent American culture was 

in country during this time. The movies loved by Amir and Hassan are western starring 

American actors, especially John Wayne and Charles Bronson. Then the boys spent money on 

coco-cola which is the biggest exports of America. Even Baba drives the Black Ford Mustang 

which is familiar to Amir by seeing it in Amerian movie “Bullit”. It is quite sure that all these 

minor factors show the influence the American culture on the natives of Afghanisthan. It is noted 

that all the invasions should create some sort of culture exchange in between countries. To some 

extent the history witnessed the succession of colonizer’s culture on colonized. 

  The novel develops through the changes happened in the socio-political arena of the land. 

The narrative proclaims the change made by gunfire. Amir heard something forced like thunders. 

The earth shook a little and they heard the rat a tat of gunfire. For some long distance they heard 

a siren and they stayed huddled that way until the early hours of the morning. In morning they 

realised that it wasn’t shooting ducks but the beginning of an end which place a poignant mark in 

the history of Afghanisthan.  

“If not quiet, then at least it was the beginning of the end. The end the official end 

would come first in April 1978with the communist coup -----and then in 

December 1979when Russian tanks would roll into the very same streets where 

Hassan and i played bringing the death of the Afghanisthan. I knew and marking 

the start of a still ongoing area of bloodletting”.  

“It’s very clear that the soviet intervention of December 1979was planned 

independently of the Afghan government, particularly as Babrak Karmal was 

brought into take over from Hafizulla Amin, Taraki having already died in 

mysterious circumstances. It’s also clear that it was planned sometimes in 

advance, 1500 Soviet troop’s entry through Kabul airport from mid December.” 

(Hosseini, p32) 
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And various references regarding Zahir Shah and his reign, the coming of  Daod Khan 

into throne and later the direct employment of Russians into the land at the end of 1979 plunging 

the country into greater turmoil  seems to be crucial instances through which the novel and 

history itself develops. 

“You couldn’t trust anyone in Kabul anymore for a fee or under threat, people 

told on each other, neighbour on neighbour, child on parent, brother on brother, 

servant on master, friend on friend. I thought of singer Ahammed Zahir , who had 

played accordion at my thirteenth birthday . He had gone for a drive with some 

friends, and someone had found later his body on side of the road, a bullet in back 

of his head. The Rafiqs, the comrades where everywhere and they would split 

Kabul into two groups: those who ever dropped and those who didn’t”                    

(Hosseni, p83) 

This was the condition when Amir and his Baba flee from their homeland and later 

reached America. In the course time we come to know about the political changes and punitive 

expedition of different groups into the power of Afghanisthan. Hosseini explores through Rahim 

Khan, how and when the Northern alliance took over Kabul between 1992 and 1996. He states  

“If you went from shar-e-nan to kertah –parwan to by a carpet you risked getting 

shot by a sniper or getting blown up by a rocket ...You practically needed a visa to 

go from one neighbourhood to other so people just stayed put, prayed the next 

rocket wouldn’t hit their home” (Hosseini, p163) 

To some years the authority of Northern Alliance continued and the history itself showed 

the damage made to Kabul by them than Shorawi government. Hosseini never delved into the 

remarkable harms done by Mujahiddin groups as the novel had set in California when they 

powered the land. But he succeeded in giving small reference regarding their activities which is 
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sufficient to the readers to mould a perspective on the works of Mujahidin groups. And so when 

Taliban rolled and kicked the Alliance out, the Kabul people actually danced in the street. 

Hosseini speaks as they celebrated at Chaman at Deh Mazang greeting the Taliban in the street. 

But the same chapter itself reveals their inhuman and cruel reign. Rahim Khan discloses that       

Teh players were not permitted to wear shorts due to “indecent exposure”. This instance would 

be sufficient to understand the moral disciplines put forward by them which are more explicit in 

A Thousand Splendid Suns. The death of Ali, Hassan and Farzana shows how much the common 

man suffered in the land, especially Hazaras. 

Into this land of terror Amir was reached after a long period of time to take Sohrab. He 

witnesses Talibans taking girls and boys from orphanages and the unspoken implication is that 

they are sexually abusing them. With a great protest and resistance Amir rescued Sohrab from 

the hands of Assef, the Taliban official. As Rahim Khan said it is his “way to be good again”. He 

reached America with Sohrab and the novel ends where Sohrab and Amir flying the kite. In the 

last chapter Hosseini concludes by the arrival of America to Afghanisthan he wrote,“soonafterr 

the attacks America Bombed Afghanisthan, the Northern Alliance moved on and the Taliban 

scurried like rats into the caves” 

 A Thousand Splendid Suns is a novel on two women, Mariam and Laila set in modern 

Afghanisthan. The novel was written after Hosseinitravelled back to his native land inorder to 

examine the condition of hisown nation in the aftermath of the decades of turmoil. The whole set 

of the novel is in Afghanisthan. He took two major women characters who belong to different 

locality and whose lives intersect for a while. The span of the novel is from 1960 to 2003 that is 

the history of the country before the soviet war and until after Taliban rule. 

Hosseini took the theme of oppression and hope, pregnancy and children, education of 

women, marriage versus true love, female bond etc in a country which exists in between 

different invaders and cultural sects who threatens the land with inter wars and inner conflicts. 

The opening of the novel lights the life of Mariam and her Nana in a Kolba. Nana refers to 

mariam as ‘harami’(illegitimate child ) inorder to point out the birth of Mariam was an after 
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effect of extra marital relation. Jalil used to visit in every Thursday but he never liked them to be 

with his home which means this a ‘second family’. 

Hosseini in the first chapter itself gave a reference to the history when the birth of 

Mariam was narrated, she was born , “ it happened on a damp over last day in the spring of 1959 

she said the twenty sixth year of King Zahir Shah’s  mostly uneventful forty year reign”. Jalil 

was the only link for Mariam with the outer world and through Jalil she hears the political 

changes in Afghanisthan. She was told once that Daoud khan over throws king Zahir shah which 

turns Afghanisthan into Republic. 

“...in the summer of 1973when Mariam was fourteen, that King Zahir who had 

ruled from Kabul for forty years had been overthrown in a bloodless coup. His 

cousin Doad khan did it while the king was in Italy...( Hosseini, p23) 

  Then we see changes in the life of Mariam, she got married to brutish cobbler who is 

thirty years senior to her. After marriage they reached Kabul and knowingly or unknowingly the 

narrative reveals to what extend the country had influence of America and Soviet Union. On the 

street, Rasheed named various building with authority, and he points this is the American 

Embassy, that the Foreign Ministry; he pointed to cars , said their names and where they made , 

Soviet Volgas, American Chevrolets, German Opels and so on. Then we see the breaking 

information about the assassination of Mir Akbar Khyber which marks an epoch in the history of 

Afghanisthan. The second part of the novel begins with Laila when she is nine year old along 

with her sweetheart Tariq. Author describes the qualities of Hakkim , a university man and made 

reference to the earlier invasion of British in the land and later by Russian that “he could speak at 

length about the struggle between Britain and czarist Russia over Afghanisthan”. 

  As it is the land of different racial groups there was a conflict between Pashtun forces and 

of the warlord Sayyaf and the Hazaras of the Wahdath faction in west Kabul. Powerlines was 

knocking downed by shells and pulverised entire blocks of homes are seen. The total situation 

became worst and worst. Peter Marsden says,  
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“within the mujahiddin, jamiat-e-islamiforces were widely reported to have been 

responsible to what have been termed the Afshar Massacre when a force launched 

a punitive offensive, February 1993, against the Hazazra neighbourhood of the 

Afshar western Kabul.” (Marsden,p213) 

Hosseini uncovers crucial social truth through the events from main characters. It is very 

disgusting to read the message released by Talibs when they came into power. It says that the 

land will be known as the Islamic Emirates of Afghanisthan. And the laws to be followed by 

people includes, all must pray five times a day, all men should grow beards, all boys should wear 

turbans, singing is forbidden, dancing is forbidden, playing cards, playing chess, gambling, kite 

flying, writing books watching films , painting pictures etc are forbidden . And the most extent 

level of their barbarity was seen in the special message for women that they have to stay inside 

the home, if they are going out they must be accompanied by a male, and they are not supposed 

to show their face, cosmetics are forbidden, jewellery, charming clothes, etc are forbidden. And 

they are forbidden in attending school and they commanded all schools for women to be closed.   

This is something appeared as a black mark in the history of Afghanisthan which directly affects 

the life of Laila. Through ones life’s fate we get an idea of the incredibly precarious existence of 

young people during the most recent period. In the last part the plot, there occurs the recent 

September 11 attack and declaration of War by George W Bush. 

  Kite Runner and A Thousand Splendid Suns reveal the true life of Afghans in the period 

of Soviet, Mujahideen and the Taliban tyranny. This can be read in terms of post colonial novel 

as it posses the whole related elements. Here Hosseini was more eager to delve into the day to 

day life of common man and he describes how the invasion and inner conflicts adversely affects 

the life of Afghans. And here we can conclude that Afghanisthan remains as a land of unending 

terror and of inner conflicts and it still remains as a colonised nation under many disguised 

powers.  
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